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We report the results of studies of the photoionization cross sections and asymmetry 
parameters for the 3u and 111' levels of OH, corresponding to the production of the A 311, c 111, 
a 1/l., b 1 :I.+, and X 3:I.- molecular ions. The calculations employed multiplet-specific Hartree
Fock potentials and numerical photoelectron continuum orbitals, obtained using the iterative 
Schwinger variational method. Noticeable nonstatistical behavior of the cross sections is seen 
mainly for the 111' level, although deviations are not as pronounced as in other open-shell ' 
systems. Comparison with fragmentary experimental data is encouraging, although 
synchrotron radiation studies are needed to fully assess the accuracy of the calculated cross 
sections. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There has been only a limited amount of experimental 
investigation of the photoabsorption and photoionization 
processes of the OH radical. Van Lonkhuyzen and de Lange1 

have recently employed novel techniques of ultraviolet pho
toelectron spectroscopy to accurately determine the ioniza
tion potentials leading to the ionic states A 311, b 1 :I.+, a 1/l., 
and X 3:I.-. In addition to this fixed-wavelength study, 
Dehmer2 has measured a high-resolution, relative photoion
ization cross section of OH from the X 3:I.- ionic threshold 
to - 3 e V photoelectron kinetic energy, using the technique 
of photoionization mass spectrometry. Several members of a 
Rydberg series, superimposed on a background continuum, 
were observed and tentatively assigned as those converging 
to the a 1/l. ionic state. The only absolute determination of 
the photoexcitation of OH in the vacuum ultraviolet is the 
recent absorption cross section measurements by Nee and 
Lee.3 Several prominent discrete absorption peaks and an 
absorption continuum (corresponding to photodissocia
tion) were observed. These observations compared favor
ably with extensive studies of the discrete excited states and 
calculations of the photodissociation cross section by van 
Dishoeck and Dalgamo. 4 

OH is an open-shell molecule with the ground state elec
tronic configuration 1~2lr3~ 1 ~X 211. Ionization of a 111' 
electron results in the b 1:I.+, a 1/l., and the X 3:I.- ionic 
terms, while ionization of the 3u electron leads to the A 311 
and c 111 terms. The c 111 ionic state has not been observed 
experimentally, although it has been studied by accurate ab 
initio calculations. 5•

6 

In this paper, we present ab initio calculations of pho
toionization cross sections and photoelectron angular distri
butions for the 3u and 111' levels of OH, corresponding to the 
formation of the first five accessible states ofoH+. The pho
toionization dynamics of this important diatomic molecule 
does not appear to have been previously studied theoretical
ly. Likewise, there are no measurements of absolute partial 

•> Contribution No. 7662. 

photoionization cross sections or angular distributions avail
able for direct comparison with the present calculations. We 
hope the present work will stimulate further theoretical and 
experimental investigation of the photoionization of OH. 
Furthermore, these single-photon ionization studies are a 
first step in our planned studies of the resonant multiphoton 
ionization of OH, an important radical in molecular photo
fragmentation. 

II. THEORY 

A. Multiplet-specific wave functions and potentials 

In this section we give the explicit forms of the multi
plet-specific continuum wave functions and the Hartree
Fock static-exchange potentials appropriate for ionization 
of the 3u and 111' levels ofOH. There have been few theoreti
cal studies of the photoionization of open-shell molecules 
which employ multiplet-specific ion potentials. Multiplet
specific photoionization calculations have recently been re
ported for the 4u and 5u levels of NO. 7•

8 Significant nonsta
tistical behavior in photoionization cross sections for the 111 
and 311 ionic states were noted, and attributed mainly to the 
ku shape resonance. 9-

12 Because multiplet-specific poten
tials differ in their exchange components, the short-range, 
electron-molecule interactions which are responsible for 
shape resonances should be somewhat sensitive to differ
ences in the ion potentials. For NO, differences in the ex
change interaction resulted in the shape resonance peaking 
at different photoelectron kinetic energies for the two ions 
(ll.c-3 eV), and significant deviation from the 3:1 statisti
cal ratio which results from a multiplet-averaged calcula
tion.12'13 The use of a multiplet-averaged potential corre
sponds to the photoelectron wave function being identical 
for the several ionic states formed upon removal of a bound 
electron from an open-shell system, and cannot account for 
such effects. 

For OH, ejection of an electron from the 3u orbital pro
duces theA 311 and c 111 ion states with ionization potentials 
of 16.48 and 19.21 eV, respectively. 1•5 The final-state contin
uum wave functions for photoionization leading to theA 311 
ion are 
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(la) 

'llei-+> = 11m{21 [core13u11T + k1r -1- 1 [core] 3u11T +k1r -1 -I [coreJ3u 11r +k1r -1 

+2l[core]3u11T_ k1T+I-I[core] 3u11T_k1T+I-I[core]3u 11T_k1T+I}, (lb) 

'II ei-- > = 11m{21 r core13u11T + k1r -1 - 1 [core] 3u11T +k1T -1 - 1 [core] 3u 11r +k1T -1 

- 21 [core]3u11T _ k1T +I+ I [core] 3u11T _k1T +I +I [core]3u 11T _k1T + 1}, (lc) 

where [core] = 1cr2cr 1 'fi2. The final-state continuum wave 
functions for photoionization leading to the c 1 II ion are 

'lien>= 11~{1 [core]3u 11r +kul 

-I [core] 3u11T +kul}, 

'lie I-+) =!{I [core 1 3u 11r +k1T -1 

-l[core] 3u11T+k1T_I 

+ l[core]3u 11T_k1T+I 

-I [core] 3u11T _k1T + 1}, 

'lie I--) =HI [core 1 3u 11T +k1T -1 

-l[core] 3u11T+k1T_I 

-l[core]3u 11T_k1T+I 

+ l[core] 3u11T_k1T+I}, 

'Ilea>= 11~{1[core]3u 11r +k1r+l 

-I [core] 3u11T +k1T + 1}, 

with the same definition of the core electrons as above. 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(2d) 

Removal of an electron from the 11T orbital of OH pro
duces the X 3I.-' a I a, and b I I.+ ionic states, with ioniza
tion potentials of 13.01, 15.17, and 16.61 eV, respectively.' 
The final state continuum wave functions of photoionization 
of the 11T orbital leading to the X 3l'.- ion are 

'lie II>= 11~{21 [core] 11r _11T + k1r +I 

-l[core]11T_ 11T+k1T+I 

-l[core] 11T _11T+k1T+I}, 

'llei--) = 11~{2l[core]11T_11T+ kul 

- I [core] 11T _ 11T +kul 

- I [core] 11T _11T +kul}, 

'Ilea) = 11~{21 [core] 11r _11T + k8 + 1 

- I [core] 11T _ 11T +k8+ I 

-l[core] 11T_11T+k8+1}, 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(ld) 

where [core] = 1cr2cr3cr. The final-state continuum wave 
functions for photoionization of the 11T orbital leading to the 
a 'a ion are 

'lien>= l[core]11T_ 11r _k1T+I• 

'llei.+) = 11~{1 [core] 11r + 11r +k8_1 

+ l[core]11T_ 11T_k8+1}, 

'llei--) = 11~l[core]11T+ 11r +k8_1 

-l[core]11T_ 11T _k8+1}, 

'Ilea)= I [core] 11r _ 11r _kul. 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

(4d) 

Those for photoionization of the 11T orbital leading to the 
b 'I.+ ion are 

'lien>= 11~{1[core]11T_ 11r +k1r+l 

-I [core] 11T _11T +k1T +I}, 

'llei.+) = 11~{1[core]11T_ 11r +kul 

+I [core] 11T + 11T _kul}, 

'Ilea)= 11~{1 [core] 11r _ 11r +k8+1 

-l[core] 11T _11T+k8+1}. 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

With these wave functions the static-exchange, one-particle 
Schrodinger equations for the continuum orbitals t/Jk are de
rived14·15 by evaluation of the variational expression 
(8'11IH- E I'll) = 0, where His the fixed-nuclei Hamilto
nian, and E is the total energy. They are of the form 

P[f+ L (2J; -K;) +aJn +bnKn 
core 

(6) 

where I; and K; are the Coulomb and exchange operators, 
and Pis a projection operator which enforces orthogonality 
of the continuum orbital to the occupied orbitals. 14·15 The 
photoelectron kinetic energy is given byE = !k 2 • The opera
tors S " and S' are defined by 
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and 

s;¢J+(rl) = t/J_(rl) fd 3
r2[1T _(r2) ]* -

1
-17' +(r2) 

rl2 

(7) 

S~t/J+(r 1 ) = 1T +(r1) Jd 3r2[1T _(r2) ]* -
1
-t/J_(r2). 

r12 

(8) 

The one-electron operator in Eq. ( 6) is 

I= - __!_ v; - L Za ' 
2 a ria 

(9) 

where Za is a nuclear charge. Using the wave functions giv
en by Eqs. (1 )-( 5), the coefficients an, bn, a, and ,8 in Eq. 
( 6) have been derived for the five ionic states of OH treated 
here, and are summarized in Table I. 

B. Calculational details 

The continuum solutions of the static-exchange equa
tions were obtained using the iterative Schwinger variational 
method. The theory and numerical implementation of this 
technique have been fully discussed elsewhere. 14

•
15 In the 

present calculations, the method of Smith eta/. 16 was used to 
solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equations associated with 
Eq. ( 6) for the continuum orbital t/Jk. In this method the 
direct electrostatic potential in Eq. ( 6) is treated exactly by 
numerical integration, and the nonlocal, short-range ex
change component is treated by expressing it in the approxi
mate separable form: 

U.x(r,r') = L (riU.xla1)[U.-; 1]t,j(ajiUexlr'). (10) 
i,j 

Solutions obtained with this separable potential can be itera
tively improved to yield the converged solutions of the Lipp
mann-Schwinger equations. 16 This method is particularly 

TABLE I. Coefficients of static-exchange potential in Eq. ( 6). 

Ion Channel" 

3u br_ br+ 
11-! 2/-1 11-! 
11-! 2/-1 11-! 
11 - ! 2/ - 1 1/- ! 
11 - ! 2/ - 1 1/- ! 
11! 2/-1 11-! 
11! 2/-1 11-! 
11! 2/ - 1 11 - ! 
11! 2/ - 1 11 - ! 
2/-1 11-! 11-! 
2/-1 11-! 11-! 
2/-1 11-! 11-! 
2/ - 1 2/ - 1 0/0 
2/ - 1 2/ - 1 0/0 
2/ - 1 2/ - 1 0/0 
2/ - 1 2/ - 1 0/0 
2/- 1 1/! 1/! 
2/- 1 11! 11! 
2/- 1 11! 11! 

a//3 

0/0 
0!0 
11 -! 

-11! 
0/0 
0/0 
11! 

-11-! 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 
0/0 

• Channel designates symmetry of the ion plus photoelectron system. 

suited to polar molecules, and with an appropriate choice of 
basis functions (rla1 ) (usually Cartesian Gaussian func
tions), solutions without iteration are generally well con
verged. This was found to be the case in the present applica
tion to OH, as well as in NO.7 

The initial state SCF wave function for OH was ob
tained with a [ 5s3p2d /3s2p] basis of contracted Cartesian 
Gaussian functions. 17

-
19 The oxygen d-function exponents 

are 1.2188 and 0.3611, which are appropriate for represent
ing a Slater-type orbital with ~. = 1.93. The hydrogen p
function exponents are 2.5752 and 0.5991 (for s. = 2.15), 
and those for the s functions 21.7208, 3.2729, 0.7377, and 
0.2004 (for~.= 1.275). 17

•
18 Attheequilibriumintemuclear 

distance of R = 1.832 a.u., the total SCF energy in this basis 
was - 75.4091 a.u. 

In these calculations, all matrix elements and functions 
used in solution ofthe Lippmann-Schwinger equations cor
responding to Eq. (6) were evaluated by employing single
center expansions about the center of mass. For converged 
cross sections and asymmetry parameters the following par
tial wave expansion parameters were established: 

(i) maximum partial wave of the photoelectron contin
uum orbital = 8; 
(ii) maximum partial wave expansion ofbound orbitals 
in the direct potential = 60; 
(iii) maximum partial wave expansion of 1u, 2u, 3u, 
and 117' bound orbitals in the exchange potential = 30, 
20, 15, and 15, respectively; 
(iv) maximum partial wave expansion of 1/r12 in the 
direct and exchange terms = 60 and 30, respectively; 
( v) maximum partial wave expansion of the nuclear po
tential = 60. 

The Gaussian basis sets used in the representation of the 
exchange potential Eq. ( 6) are listed in Table II, and were 
centered on the nuclei. The radial integration grid extended 
to 60 a. u. and contained 500 points. The integration step 
sizes ranged from 0.01 to 0.04 a.u. up to 5 a.u., and up to 0.4 
a. u. beyond this point. 

TABLE II. Basis sets used in separable potential, Eq. ( 10). 

Symmetry Center (/,m,n)" Exponent 

0' 0 (O,O,Q) 8.0,4.0,2.0, 1.0,0.5 
0 (0,0,1) 1.0,0.25 
H (0,0,0) 1.2,0.4,0.1 
H (0,0,1) 1.2,0.4,0.1 

1T 0 (1,0,0) 8.0,4.0,2.0, 1.0,0.5 
0 (1,0,1) 1.0,0.25 
H ( 1,0,0) 1.2,0.4,0.1 
H (1,0,1) 1.2,0.4,0.1 

0 (1, 1,0) 8.0,4.0,2.0, 1.0,0.5,0.25 
H (1, 1,0) 1.2,0.4,0.1 

"Cartesian Gaussian basis functions defined as f/!(r) = N(x- A. ) 1{y 
- Ay)m(z -Az>" e-ai•-AI'. 
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Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Photolonlzatlon of the 3ulevel 

In Fig. 1 we show our calculated 3a total cross sections 
for production of the A 3n and c In ions. The enhancement 
of the cross sections in Fig. 1 near the threshold results main
ly from the kinetic energy dependence of the ka component. 
Examination of the eigenphase sum for this symmetry re
veals that it is not shape resonant. This is not surprising, 
since the first-row hydrides are not expected to support mo
lecular shape resonances. 9 The 3a cross sections are quite 
similar, both in shape and magnitude, to ionization from the 
1b2 orbital ofH20.20

•
21 The bonding 3a and 1b2 orbitals are 

both comprised mainly of the oxygen 2pz atomic orbital. On 
the other hand, photoionization from the nonbonding 11T 
orbital leads to cross sections with substantially different 
spectral behavior, as discussed further below. 

The ratio of the A 3n and c 1n cross sections are quite 
close to the statistical 3:1 ratio, with deviations typically 
< 7% over the kinetic energy range considered. As noted in 
Sec. II, much larger differences between multiplet-specific 
calculations for alternative ions have been predicted7

•
8 for 

the 4u and 5alevels of NO, where the ka shape resonance is 
observed. 

The calculated asymmetry parameter /3 for the c In and 
A 3n ions are shown in Fig. 2. They are seen to be nearly 
equivalent beyond the c 1n threshold at 19.2 eV photon en
ergy, in accordance with the nearly statistical ratio predicted 
for the cross sections. There are no photoionization cross 
section or /3 parameter measurements available for compari
son with the present 3a results. 

B. Photolonlzatlon of the 11T level 

Figure 3 shows our results for 11T photoionization of 
OH, corresponding to the production of the X 3l:-, a 1/l., 
and b 1l: + ionic states. The 11T molecular orbital consists 
mainly of nonbonding oxygen 2px and 2py atomic orbitals, 
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FIG. 1. Calculated photoionization cross sections for producing the A 311 
and c 1 II states of OH+. (-) results for dipole length form; (- - -) results 
for dipole velocity form. 
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FIG. 2. Calculated asymmetry parameters for the A 311 and c 111 states of 
OH+ (same designation as Fig. 1 ). 
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FIG. 3. Calculated photoionization cross sections for producing the X 31:-, 
a 1 ~, and b 11:+ states ofOH+ (same designation as in Fig. 1); 0 experi
mental results from Ref. 2 (see explanation in the text). 
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and the photoionization cross sections accordingly display 
different spectral variation compared to the 3u results. The 
shapes of the 111' cross sections are quite similar to those 
obtained in multiplet-specific Hartree--Fock calculations on 
atomic oxygen. 22•23 To emphasize this, in Fig. 4 we show the 
total OH 111' level photoionization cross section, and com
pare it with the total atomic oxygen cross section, which has 
contributions from 4S, 2 D, and 2 P ionic terms. The enhance
ment in the 111' cross section near 20-21 eV is not due to a 
shape resonance, but results mainly from the energy depen
dence in the 111'-+M ionization channel. This simply paral
lels the dominant continuum d-wave contribution to 2p pho
toionization of atomic oxygen, 22

•
23 as well as other intense 

np-+Ed continum transitions in the first-row atoms. Com
paring our OH 111' cross sections with those ofwater,20

•
21 we 

find fairly close resemblence to results for the nonbonding 
1b1 and 3a1 orbitals. However, additional distortion of the 
oxygen atomic field by a second hydrogen causes the latter 
results to further deviate from the nearly atomic picture sug
gested in Fig. 4. 

To a large extent, the probability of producing the 
X 3~-, a 1 a, b 1 ~ + ions in the statistical ratio 3:2:1 is pre-
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FIG. 4. Photoionization cross sections for OH and oxygen atom. Top: cal
culated total cross section for 111' level of OH (same designation as Fig. 1). 
Bottom: calculated total cross section for 2p photoionization of oxygen 
atom, from Ref. 23. 

dieted by the calculations over much of the kinetic energy 
range considered. The calculated cross sections deviate most 
significantly from this ratio in the region of the enhancement 
between 20 and 30 eV photon energy, and mainly for the 
X 3~- ion. At higher kinetic energies, effects due to the al
ternative exchange interactions for different ionic cores 
should be diminished. The calculated ratio of the X 3~-, 
a 1 fl., and b 1 ~ + cross sections are weakly energy dependent 
beyond -35 eV photon energy, and at -50 eV photon ener
gy, the length and velocity form ratios are 3.0:1.9:1.0 and 
2.9:2.0:1.0, respectively. 

The calculated asymmetry parameters for the 111' level 
are shown in Fig. 5. The b 1~+ and a 1!1 angular distribu
tions are very similar, although the predicted differences be
yond -25 eV photon energy could be resolved by synchro
tron measurements. The asymmetry parameter for the 
X 3 ~- ion differs substantially from those for the other ions. 
These results, together with the deviations from statistical 
predictions for the 111' cross sections at lower energy, indicate 
that open-shell effects may be more pronounced for pho-

10 20 30 40 60 60 

10 20 30 40 50 60 

~ 

I 

FIG. 5. Calculated asymmetry paranteters for the X 3l:-, a 1.6., and b 11:+ 
states ofOH+ (same designation as Fig. 1). 
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toionization out of filled or partially filled degenerate molec
ular orbitals. 

C. Comparison with experiment 

For the l1r level, there are two sources of experimental 
data which can be compared with the present calculations. 
First, van Lonkhuyzen and de Lange1 have measured the 
relative intensities of the X 3~-, a 1 !1, and b 1 ~ + ions to be 
2.9 ± 0.2, 1.6 ± 0.2, and 1.0 ± 0.2, respectively, at 21.2 eV 
photon energy (He I a line). If we convert these to branching 
ratios 3~-11 ~ + and 1 !111 ~ +, and take the combined errors 
of the relative intensities into account,24 we find, respective
ly, the values 2.9 ± 0.8 and 1.6 ± 0.5. At this photon energy, 
our length form 3~-11~+ and 1 !111~+ branching ratios are 
2.4 and 1.8, respectively, in reasonable agreement with the 
above values. The corresponding velocity form branching 
ratios are 2.6 and 1.9. 

The relative photoionization cross section measured by 
Dehmer can be used to estimate the energy variation of the 
nonresonant, continuum background above the X 3~
threshold. In Fig. 3 we have included two data points, cho
sen at 13.1 and 16.5 eV photon energy, which bracket the 
photon energy range employed by Dehmer. 2 Normalizing 
the 16.5 eV point to our calculated X 3~- cross section 
(length form), the slope which extrapolates to threshold at 
13.01 eV is correctly reproduced. This conclusion remains 
valid if the data is normalized to the velocity form cross 
section. 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have studied the photoionization dy
namics of the 3u and l1r levels of OH. Due to the open-shell 
structure ofOH, many more final-state channels are accessi
ble than in closed-shell molecules. By employing multiplet
specific potentials, the present calculations probe the differ
ent interactions between the photoelectron and alternative 
ionic cores. Since no shape resonances are present in OH, the 
multiplet-specific calculations are generally in good accord 
with simple statistical predictions. However, for the 111' level, 
predicted deviations of the cross sections from statistical be
havior and differences between alternative angular distribu
tions could likely be experimentally resolved. 

Qualitatively, the present OH results compare with the 
oxygen atom and H20 results in a well-understood manner. 
The 111' (nonbonding orbital) cross sections closely mirror 
the oxygen atom 2p cross sections, and to a less extent the 
nonbonding 1b1 and 3a1 orbitals of water. Cross sections for 
the 3u (bonding orbital) more closely resemble those of the 
bonding 1b2 orbital of water. 

The branching ratios measured by van Lonkhuyzen and 
de Lange1 are in reasonable agreement with the present cal
culations, as well as the variation with photon energy of the 
(nonresonant) continuum background2 for producing the 
X 3~- state a few electron volts above threshold. These com
parisons are fragmentary, however, and experimental stud-

ies employing tunable synchrotron radiation are needed to 
actually assess the accuracy of these calculations. 
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